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CHAPTER I

SETTING THE PROBLEM

iTie Problem

General Statement

The purpose of this study is to help adults obtain

satisfaction unto themselves through avocational education.

Specific Problem

The basic problem lies in locating the failure of modern

education to interest and to create interest of the adults

in needed leisure time activities.

Definition of Terms

Avocation: an activity usually with no financial com-

pensation, in which a person seeks self expression and rec-

reation.

Adult Education: Bryson defines adult education as all

activities with an educational purpose carried on by people

in the ordinary business of life, who use only part of their

time and energy to acquire intellectual equipment,"

Leisure Time: time in excess of that required for mak-

ing a living, and essential to the welfare of man,^

1, Carter V, Good, Dictionary of Education , p. 13,

2, L, Bryson, as quoted by Walter S. Monroe, Encyclopedia
of Educational Research , p, 18,

3, Wendell White, Psycholop;y in Living, p, 223.
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Evening School; In general an Institution, public or

private, that offers an organized program of courses at hours

other than those commonly used for elementary and secondary

school classes for persons who are not In regular attendance

at such classes; more specifically, an adjunct of the public

elementary and secondary schools, offering continuation

classes, vocational training, avocational and recreational

activities to adults.

Delimitations

•i*h±a Investigation has been delimited to a study of

the part Avocational Education may play in affording the

adult the opportunity to gain the most lasting satisfaction

in the guided use of his leisure time. This study is further

limited to active participation in avocations. Since the

field of avocation is so large, only a part of it will be

considered.

Basic Assvnnptlons

Since so many adults are coming into possession of

large amotints of leisure time due to the shorter work-week,

the eight hour day and the lay-off of workers due to over-

production, it is felt that this study will give enlighten-

ment In obtaining relaxation, pleasure and achievement in

4, Carter V. Good, 0£« cit .. p, 157.
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some chosen avocation*

Basic Hypotheses

!• The abundant leisure that man has created for him-

self, through the use of labor-saving devices and labor leg-

islation, has created one of the major problems of society,

2« Society Is cognizant of the fact that schools

and colleges have been reluctant In offering leisure-time

education In the past,

3* Leisure, In order to be enjoyed to the fullest

capacity must be directed wisely, and this direction can

only be secured through widespread education In leisure time

education,

Weed for the Study

The Interesting life Is made up of a number of differ-

ent activities and Impressions, and each Is varied somewhat

on repetition. Much of life's zest Is due to diversity;

much of its lack of spirit, to extreme sameness, Man, being

by natvire active, likes to be mentally and physically engaged,

The attainment of the greatest happiness necessitates a fully

occupied mind. Much of the enjoyment of being fully occupied

is due to the variety and to the diversion from Tinpleasaht

circumstances It provides,

°

Endless change is not only unnecessary for attaining

6. Wendall White, The Psychology of Making Life Interesting ,

p, 10b,
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variety, but It Is also unwise for other reasons. Vicissitudes

can become too exhaustive to be conducive to mental health.

For a thing to mean the most to a person It must give him

repeated pleasure. The endearment that may arise from the

repetition of an experience Is not secondary to the Interest

that novelty creates,

'Xhe variety that an Individual may enjoy depends upon

himself and his surroundings. The richer he Is In Ideas

and capabilities, the less he is restricted by the circum-

stances of his life, in having broad e:3^erlences. The inter-

nal resources of most people are, as a matter of fact, very

limited; they can have ideas and excitement from their cwn

store of previous activities and impressions for only a short

time, then there ensues an intense yearning for somebody or

something that will take up their attention and give direction

to their thoughts and actions. Personal developement is by

far the best safeguard against monotany. But the attainment

of the full life is not solely an individual matter; it is

to a considerable extent, a matter of circumstances beyond

the control of the individual,^

Leisure is time in excess of that required for making

a living, and is essential to the welfare of man. It's value

is twofold. Leisure makes possible in the first place, recov-

ery from boredom and other evil effects of work. The repeti-

6, Ibid ., p, 110,
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tlve character of tasks and the lack of comratmication between

the workers in modern industry contrasts sharply with the

varied nature of work In the early American days, and the

tendency toward routineism is increasing in most occupations.

This trend makes more urgent the providing of leisure as a

means of mitigating the wearisomeness of unvaried work.

Leisxire makes possible in the second place, the doing

of various interesting things. The happy life is the life

that affords considerable leisure to do what one wishes to

do. The use of leisure for maintaining a sense of personal

worth is especially important today because many workers con-

sider their work degrading, 'iliere are, of course, many persons

whose occupations Involve creative work or other forms of

self expression, and who, therefore, do not need leisure

activity for maintaining self-respect. But there are millions

of people whose tasks are very simple, and who need, and need

greatly, recreational activity which calls for ingeniiity and

skill.*''

The enjoyment of leisure necessitates considerable free-

dom of choice in recreation, to profit by freedom in leisure

hours, people must be given a variety of recreational activ-

ities from which to choose. Offerings must be made with

regard to different interests on the part of different ages

and on the part of each age, xhere must be made available

7. Ibid,, p. 126,
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a broad range of physical, and social and cultural activities.

Desire on the part of many persons for recreational activities

of a cultural nature has always been recognized, but such

recreational activities have never been made available to

the extent desired. More and more opportunities for self

improvment are, however, being extended to people in all

occupations. Educational institutions, through their evening

schools and correspondence study departments, offer a large

variety of courses to adults. 'i*here are also industrial

organizations that provide such services for their employees,

or encourage and finally support them in taking up evening

school classroom work or correspondence st\idy courses offered

by educational institutions. Many adults who take up study

with instructors trained and experienced in the teaching of

adults, say with deep feeling that they obtain more enjoy-

ment from their study thsm they could obtain from anything

else to which they might devote their leisure. All shotQd

have opportunity to devote leisiire to learning, as well as

to other things of interest*

Many of those In charge of recreational activity of one

type or another know the value of freedom to choose from broad

offerings and strive to make such choice possible. Librar-

ians have found that a variety of reading material and free-

dom to select books and magazines, stimulates Interest in

reading, and so they display books, prepare printed lists of
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books, and aid readers personally in making selections.

Similarly, the recreational division of the Works Progress

Administration, maintains a good distribution of physical^

social, and of cultural activities, and provides broad oppor-

tunities in each of these types of recreation. It further-

more is Imbued with the conviction that recreation must be

governed by free individual choice. The balanced recreational

program provided by this agency of our government and the

free choice of activity that it encourages are especially

noteworthy because there is today a tendency on the part of

some other nations to limit the field of recreation and to

put much dutifulness into the activity provided,

A wide offering of wholesome recreational activity and

freedom to choose the activity desired do not assure the wise

use of leisure. An amazingly large number of persons ruin

their leisure and the leisure of those with whom they mingle

by the kind of recreation they choose or into which they

drift; they do many things dioring their spare time that are

are more tmpleasant than the most disagreeable work cotild be,

TO prevent such abuses of leistire, choice of activities

must be made intelligently. Schools should develop in the

early years an interest in better forms of recreational activ-

ity. They can do so most effectively by aiding children in

acquiring some proficiency in desirable activities to which

later they might devote their leisure. Usually skill is

necessary for the enjoyment of any form of activity that
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Involves self-expression. Without some adeptness in a leisure

pursuit, it can be as uninteresting as the most routine work,

but high proficiency in recreational activity is not essen-

tial to making it Interesting. Just enoxigh information or

skill in a form of activity to enable the individual to feel

that he can perform somewhat successfully in it is often

eno\agh to get him to take up a leisure time pursuit*

Some limitation of freedom in the spending of leisure

is essential to gregarious life; it is only in solitude that

the individual will ever be able to do as he pleases with

his spare time; but, since spontaneity in doing of things

is a factor in their enjoyment, unnecessary curtailment of

freedom in the choice of leisure activity should be carefully

avoided, and every effort should be made to enable people

to have the kind of socially acceptable leisure activity they

desire*®

Related Literattire

Education cannot afford to overlook these increasing

leisure hours for they are in all of certain fundamental

appetites and passions which are repressed more or less by

our working tensions and interests, but come to the surface

whenever their tensions are removed.

We often speak of edvication as though its sole purpose

8. Ibid ., pp. 155-167,
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were to enable a man to make a living, but there are at

least three other ptirposes that are important; One of these

is to have a life of reasonable satisfaction, one that is

worth living; second is to train each person to be a satis-

factory citizen in a democracy; a third is to help us to

become agreeable and cooperative members of the society of

which we are a part»®

Opportunities are needed for participation in a wide

variety of activities which, by their nature must be organ-

ized, administered and guided.

Individuals need opportunities for group life. Exper-

ience in group association is one of the ways in which young

and old acquire social objectives and habits^ learn to accept

responsibility, and to exercise leadership. In groups,

adults achieve the satisfaction which accompanies the pur-

suit of common interests, purposes, values and social action.

A study of the problem of leisure activity points clearly

to the impossibility of properly directing leisure in any

sense without the complement of widespread education. Educa-

tion, indeed, must form not merely an aid to recreational

direction, but must serve as its very foiondation and bulwark.

A comparatively few people who have had the benefits of broad

cultural training and experience will, of course, not require

9. H. S. Carter, "Education for Leistire," School and Society ,

61:282-5, April 28, 1945.
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outside direction to take up hobbles and Interests and to

ptirsue them with happiness and contentment. But minds that

have been trained primarily to making a living will, as a

general thing, prove incapable of e3cpanding to the wise

management of free time on their own initiative.

Education such as that provided by the majority of ovcc

public schools and extended into many of our tiniversities,

fails to open the doors of the mind to anything approximating

a broad scale. Rather, it has tended to restrict and dis-

regard everything that does not lead toward some definite

end, an end usually connected with earning a livelihood or

with the maintenance of purely aritifical standards. Educa-

tion has been too much preoccupied with the problem of how to

make a living, and not enovjgh with the far more important

11problem of how life should be lived.

Procedure in Collecting Data

The procedure in collecting data has involved a caref\il

and broad review of literature in the field. This broad

review was continued until the additional reading on the pro-

blem seemed to contribute very little new material,

ihe data pertinent to the study was collected in the

form of notes for reference in writing the study. The bibli*

10, Arthur N, Pack, The Challenge of Leisure , p, 216,

11. Ibid ., p. 216.
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ography was prepared largely during the period of broad read-

ing.

Incidence of the Problem

In every week there are more than a hundred waking hours

to be aocotinted for. Only a part are occupied with the mech-

anics of livelihood. With the time of working restricted to

a forty-hour week, we can readily see that sixty hours, or

nearly two-thirds of the time not needed for sleep, will be

free time, available to us to make the most of,

A great part of the masses are beginning to realize

that this leisure time can be used to advantage in making

life more liveable; they are asking for a greater variety of

classes in the Evening Schools, Brewster Evening School of

Tampa started as a vocational school, but this past year, of

the ninety-two classes, fifty-seven were strictly avocational.

This problem holds considerable interest to the writer, since

he is employed as a teacher in this evening school.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE IN THE FIELD

The Challenge of Leisure -^

Mr. Pack's book is stimulating and provocative. It will

probably provoke most of the readers to extreme disagreement

with some of the argtiments and conclusions, for many of them

are open to challenge. Nevertheless, it is the most pro-

foxindly observing and keenly-thought book on the subject of

the significance and possibilities of the promised leisure,

that has yet appeared. In this book, the author shows how

the public schools and institutions of higher learning have

failed in solving this problem.

Some of Mr, Pack's statements, among them, "It is only

with leisure we are able to taste happiness," are arreatingly

provocative.

Life Begins at Forty^

The thesis of the book is that Americans of forty or a

little over are the luckiest generation in the history of the

United States. The author maintains that the men or women

of forty, instead of being on the shelf as the younger genera-

tion would have us believe, are just beginning to live. Prom

1. Arthur Newton Pack, The Challenge of Leisure .

2« Walter Broughton Pitkin, Life Begins at Forty .
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the research of psychologists and biologists of note, he

attempts to prove that there need not be any decline of mental

powers after forty; that at forty or over, we begin to live

our lives. His ideas on the reapportionment of labor, so

that the physical labor is performed by the younger genera-

tion and the thinking and planning by the older men and women,

may be a little Utopian,

Off the Job Living^

Mr. Romney classifies the human being as a glorified

test-tube containing chemicals, subject to constant chemical

reactions. The wholeness of man derives its nourishment from

a wise, balanced, and satisfying exercise of all the parts

of the total, being—the mind and muscles, the emotions and

the spirit, Mr. Romney has added another freedom to the four

freedoms~the freedom of choice of pursuits for one's enjoy-

ment and satisfaction. Mr. Romney states that this book was

written simply as an Interpretation of recreation as an indi-

vidual necessity and a social force, and toward placing the

responsibility for adequate recreational opportunity for all

people in the lap of society.

Lei sure in the Modem World

Leisure is the most valuable but least understood and

3. G. Ott Romney, Off the Job Living .

4. Cecil Dellsle Burns, Leisure In the Modern World.
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appreciated product of the machine age, Mr. Burns discusses

the possibility of developing a new type of civilized life—

the leisure, not of the so-called leisure class, but of those

who work for their living—and the uses which may be made of

the time released by machines. His book will be welcomed

for its sanity, its constructiveness and its clear-sighted

criticism by those who weary of the wails of the defeatists

and the despairs of the doomsters.

The Threat of Leisure^

Dr. Cutten has written a very pleasing review of the

origin of leisure and how It was obtained. He inquires into

the uses made of leisure due to the introduction of labor

saving machines and modern conveniences. He criticizes the

commercializing of leisure and the many other ways that leisure

is being abused, VVhat is needed is a new type of education,

and education for the masses. Dr. Cutten believes that the

solution of the problem of leisure Is really a spiritual one,

for it is only as certain moral and spiritual qualities are

Included in the training that leisure can be controlled.

Aging Successfully^

In a most interesting and vigorous style. Dr. Lawton

treats almost every conceivable phase of the problem. It is

5. George Barton Cutten, The Threat of Leisure ,

6, George Lawton, Aging Successfully ,
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a frank, very readable and somewhat profound analysis of

the minus and plus Sides of middle and old-age, full of

sound advice. Especially valuable is the author's discuss-

ion of the problems of the man who has worked hard all his

life, so that he can retire in his old age, without planning

what he will do when there is no more Job, He advocates

creating jobs that can be applied for and held only by people

who are over fifty. Htuaan beings, as long as they live, want

to be personally creative and socially useful. Older persons

must be convinced that the development of the individual is

always continuous and that they can become helpful to them-

selves and useful to the community.

A Guide to Civilized Loafing*^

The author shows how one may keep himself occupied with-

out much effort being required. He advocates constant change

so that not any one of them will become tiresome. The book

is a collection of different things to do for those persons

who are not able to find things for themselves. The book

contains very good advice for persons over fifty who are Just

loafing around.

Be Your Age

®

The years between i>he ages of sixteen and twenty-five

7, H. A. Overstreet, A Guide to Civilized Loafing .

8. Marjorie Barstow Greenbie, Be Your Age .
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are a period of rapid cliange and adjustment. The author

cites many test cases and gives so\ind advice to persons between

these ages concerning the problems that come up during this

period* The author disagrees with the idea that life begins

at forty. The period of growth is not finished at forty but

continues on until nearly the age of fifty. The finishing

of the growing-up process and the real period of grov;ing-up

comes nearer the age of fifty. At this age the duties of the

home are more or less finished.
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CHAPTER III

LEISURE

'fhe beginning of leisure is hidden in antiquity. Un-

doubtedly people have always had some time which was rela-

tively free from necessary duties. In warm coiar;tries, where

the strvjggle for food, clothing and shelter called lightly

on man's resources, the people had time for enjoyable activ-

ities. Even in the colder countries the people spent part

of their time in nonproductive activities.

The first extensive enjoyment of leisure, in all pro-

bability, grew out of the primitive division of labor and

the stratification of society. This gave certain individuals

advantages over others and also gave them control of their

labor and resources. V/here mascxiline dominance prevailed,

women were often forced to do the work, giving men more time

to do as they pleased.

It was not until tools and implements were invented that

man acquired more extensive leisure*

Culture developed largely during the periods which were

relatively free from arduous labor.

Gradually there developed a special leisure class, which

group was the first to experience unusual privileges and

powers. Privileged classes developed in such regions as

Egypt, Greece and Rome. It is in these regions that civiliza-

tions reached new heights in cult\ire. It must be remembered
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that leisure was not universally extended. For several

hundred years this class ruled the masses. The inequalities

of life were not erased until slaves and peasants were strong

enough to raise their voices in protest against them. There

is still a great deal of inequality and social stratification

in the world, and extensive leisvu?e is not yet enjoyed by

all groups.^

Lelstire, which only a few possessed during the earlier

centuries, has been extended widely in recent years. All

have experienced it, though some have enjoyed more than

others. The development of knowledge and machinery has made

it possible for man to produce the necessities of life in

less time and with greater ease than ever before, allowing

far more time and energy to expend in cultural and recrea-

tional activities. The modern industrial machine has deliv-

ered two products—goods and leisure. Up until recent years,

it produced goods for existence and comfort but not suffi-

cient time to enjoy the new possessions.

The reduction of the working period has given leisure

to a large group of workers. Modern machinery. Increasing

man's efficiency of production and relieving him of the heavy

burden of labor, has made it possible to reduce the daily

working ho\irs and the ntmiber of working days per week. The

!• Martin H. Neumeyer, Leisure and Recreation , pp. 15-19.
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reduction of hours and better wages have increased the enjoy-

ment of leisure. The entry of the five day week has given

the individvial far more leisure time than he has ever enjoyed*

Modern conveniences in the home have given the housewife

more leis\ire than she has ever known. The introduction of

the washing machine and electrical appliances have lessened

her hotirs of drudgery so that she may have time for leisure

time activities.

Early retirement of workers is becoming one of leisure's

major problems. American industry does not want men and

women past middle age. Many firms will not hire a man or

woman past the age of thirty-five.

What people do during their spare time may change the

entire tone and atmosphere of the society in which they live,

'iJhe leisure class is being abolished through social changes,

but the acq\ilsition of leisure by the masses is remaking

our civilization. Not all leisure is used for the enrich-

ment and improvement of the individual. The possibilities

of leisure are offset, in part, by the abuses of it. Time

is not always wasted or abused while indulging in commercial-

ized amusements or merely resting, but not in being able to

find enjoyment for one's self, or engage In some creative

activity, and being simply a spectator, is a serious defect

2, Ibid,, pp. 36-37,
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of personality.

Much of the waste and misuse of leisure is due to inade-

quate and faulty education. The inadequate facilities and

the lack of planning for leisiore have enabled commercial con-

cerns to capitalize on the situation and in many cases to

abuse it. Some commercial aimisements are harmful to both

physical growth and social welfare,

A study of the problem of leisure activity points clearly

to the impossibility of properly directing leisure in any

sense without the complement of widespread education. Edu-

cation, indeed, must form not merely aid to recreational

edtusation, but must serve as its very foundation. Education

such as that provided by the majority of our public schools

and extended into many of our viniversities, fails to open

the doors of the mind on anything approximating a broad scale.

Rather, it has tended to restrict and disregard everything

that does not lead toward some definite end, an end usually

connected with earning a livelihood or with the maintenance

of p\irely artificial standards.

Many public schools that can afford to do so have already

begun to meet the leisure problem. They have encouraged manual

training, handicrafts and science all leading directly toward

the development of creative mechanical hobbies.

3, Arthur N, Pack, The Challenge of Leisure, pp, 215-225,
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In shaping education for service to the New Lelsiire,

It must "be kept In mind that the ability to select and choose

activities with the greatest potentialities for continued

interest Is most important. If we wish to keep from being

hopelessly behind in what Wells calls "the race between edu-

cation and catastrophe" we must plan from now on to educate

the whole man; to educate him for leisure as well as for

livelihood, by teaching him to exercise his own reso\irceful-

ness and adaptability, to develop such specializations as he

may need on his own initiative and through his own efforts,

and to attain a mutual adjustment with his mental and physl-

4
cal environment.

4, Ibid ,, p, 225,
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CHAPTER IV

CHANGING ATTITUDES OF ADULTS TOV/ARD LEISURE

We need many things as we grow older in order to realize

ourselves most adequately and happily; none is more import-

ant than a philosophy of life suited to mature people. Such

a philosophy is the culmination of a man's or woman's exper-

ience. Perhaps there is no more regular accorapanim«nt of

aging than the increased htinger to explain our lives to our-

selves, to discover Justification for the world and human

nature as we have found them,

A philosophy must be built on the older maximum utili-

zation of every ability and inner resource which will make

a more effective htunan being. Self-improvement and exten-

sion of experience are essential. It should increase one's

emotional sectirity, sense of personal freedom, and capacity

for enjoyment. It should give a person positive strengths

and opporttmities to overcome his confusion by self-knowledge,

his frustrations by skills and satisfactions; his demorali-

zation through the creation of confidence in his own ability

to surmount the obstacles,"^

Age is a question partly of years lived and partly of

the ideas and attitudes we hold. Our body can be of. one age.

1, George Lawton, Aging Successfully , pp, 168-170,
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and our feelings another; we can still be a third in our

relationships to people, or in the efficiency of our think-

ing and work habits. Old age is a way of life, a question

of intensity not a matter of duration.

Anyone is retired who has decided that his period of

formal employTnent is over, or feels that it is unlikely that

he ever again receive regular wages for his labor. Retire-

ment with the promise of dependable income for the remainder

of life was far from the thoughts of the average worker at

the turn of the century. Here and there a conscientious

employer "let out" a faithful but worn out old bookkeeper,

clerk or factory hand, and with his discharge gave him a small

pension. As a general practice, older workers who had become

less efficient with the years were dropped without any sense

of further obligation on the part of the management.

However, today it is quite different, America has become

retirement conscious. In the past twenty-five years, retire-

ment plans or pension systems have become general for the

employees of all sorts of organizations—maniofactures, banks,

insurance companies, merchandizing corporations, social agen-

cies, and municipalities. Small shopkeepers, doctors, dentists,

lawyers, servants and other individual workers, not on corpora-

tion payrolls, have had to make their own provisions for main-

2, Ibid,, p, 182,
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tenance when their earning days were over. Now the Federal

Social Security Act is gradually spreading its coverage over

all who are isainfully employed, and the person who does not

look forward to retiring someday from active life with an

income that will save him from being dependant is becoming

scarcer and scarcer*

Adjusting to retirement is a psychological, as well as

a practical matter, Althovigh the customary routines have to

be changed, there are even more Important alterations to

make in habitual mental attitudes or emotional reactions.

It will take a little time for the individual to collect him-

self immediately following the excitement of retiring. Where

time and funds are available, it is well for the individual

to take a vacation, ilie internal adjustments are harder to

make than the external. If the individual wishes his retire-

ment years to be constructive, interesting and zestful he

will have to do something about it, ITCie individual can be

stire of one thing, and that is he will have to do his own

4adjusting.

Retirement is not an experience to drift into unconsciously.

It calls for preparation. The assuipption is that, the indi-

vidual will want his retirement years to be zestful, happy

3, Raymond P. Kaighn, How To Retire and Like It, p. 11,

4. Ibid,, p. 31.
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and useful; there will be many practical considerations:

smaller income, use of time, relation with people, what skills

to carry over into retirement and what practices should be

dropped.

The reason for the too common unhappiness among retired

people seems to be in those ideas popularly held that old

age connotes decay, loss of physical and mental powers, the

backward look, an Inability to contend with current stresses

and strains, ultra-conservatism, and in general the sunset

of imagination, daring and achieving* These ideas get rooted

in the thinking of the young and are carried up into middle

life, Tinfortunately with plenty of confirming illustrations.

It is neither a happy outlook to contemplate nor a wholesome

idea to entertain about old age. It will have a bad psycho-

logical effect on those who retire. By thotjghtful planning

and the right attitude the individual may make rich contri-

butions to life and find contentment and happiness in so doing,

notwithstanding the normal and many extra limitations that

accompany this period of life,^

When there is no particular day on which the transfer

from a regular occupation to regular idleness is made, there

is no "retirement shock," Everyone needs to work as long as

he lives. Piirposeful activity which does not overtax is

5, George Lawton, Aging Successfully, p. 110,
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essential to physical and mental health. Retirement is best

when it is partial, thovigh the exact degree of tmcompleteness

will vsupy with the individual. Retirement is a way of life,

not a time of life, it is the imaginative-play and scientific-

curiosity part of us. This way of life is really an "activity

program" in which the pleasure and self-realization motives

are everything and financial prestige and utility motives

very little. Everything we do with a "retirement attitude"

is recreation, under which we may put further reeducation

even of a formal kind. Retirement is a time in vitolch the

person can develop any latent ability or talent, follow an

old interest more intensively and lonearth a new one.

Retirement planning should start at the beginning of

a worker *s career. The young employee should start thinking

about retirement early. His vocation might last him for

twenty-five years or more and he might have to devote twenty

or thirty years to his avocations. Retirement is not a period

of contemplation; it is one of self-realization and produc-

tion.^

6, Ibid ,, p, 119.
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CHAPTER V

PREPARATION FOR LEISURE

Edward C, Llndeman has expressed the opinion that the

problem of leisure has become one of the basic considerations

of society. To many. Increased leisure will simply mean

more hours of waste. G. Ott Romney aptly asks the question;

"Will more free time represented by the five-day work week

and then the four-day period mean that our Individual and

group cultiire will be advanced, or does It mean that we

shall merely seek additional means to anesthetize ourselves

over the prolonged week-end?" Two general types of leisure

may be distinguished, enforced and earned* The first, a

false leisure. Is not the result of one's contribution to

the Industry of society. Idleness Is not leisure; It usually

means "killing" not "living" time. Leisure earned by the

Individual becomes a true quality, as a complement to work.

It promises the greatest opportvinlty for the development of

personality and social values. Leisure today is a part of

everyday living, a major area of life activity; for it Is

during leisure that one lives.

Leisure represents time--tlme Is opportunity; leisure

represents freedom—freedom allows for choice; and choices

opportunity. Choice, however is conditioned by education,

a sense of values, environment and accessibility of resoviroes.
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Freedom and leistore cannot be separated. Leisure Is that

time, earned through work, which is available for pursuits

freely decided upon by the individual with no ulterior com-

pulsions. Leisure owes its value to the use to which it is

put. It is capable of elevating or degrading personality;

of impoverishing or enriching life. The social order is

advanced or retarded according to the uses made of lt# The

new leisure available to all must be used to produce new

forms of expression and of cooperative human relationships*

Some of the factors affecting leisure are as follows:

the application of science to Industry has not only released

countless hours to the individual, but has made his work less

tiring and less satisfying. The large majority of workers

are slaves to their machines and are operators of mechanical

devices which reduce to a minimtim the possibility of gain-

ing any satisfaction from doing a piece of creative work.

Unless an Intelligent choice based on education in the use

of leisure is exercised, people will become wards, during

free time, of the machines devised to produce conditions

2which do not place a premium on man power*

Increase of leisure has not proved the blessing that

It was thOTight that it would; killing time is a problem to

1# Gerald B. Fitzgerald, Community Organieatlon for Recreation,
pp. 31-32.

2. Ibid ., p. 34.
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be solved by many, and leisure for too many has become tawdry

and cheap, to be feared by some and debased by more.

Crowded living conditions, in large cities, have become

a serious problem* Thesocial isolation that has been caused

by people being huddled together leave many lonely and cold.

Friends are widely separated. There is little pleasvire to

be enjoyed with those about them. Cheap and commercial enter-

tainment will be sought In place of high class entertainment.

The automobile, radio, movies and cheap literature con-

sumes cotintless hours of leisure. 'Ihey form a stronghold

for those that shy away from association with those rich in

leisure-time activities. In the movie house, everyone is on

an equal footing. Cheap literature is a refuge for the lazy

mind and a seeker after adventure.

Life today is often a bewildering, confusing process

full of disappointments and disillusionment s for many. The

leisure area of life activity comes clearly Into focus here,

for it Is most apt to provide the human machine with an oppor-

tunity to adjust Itself, not only, for individual benefit but

also for the benefit of society.

In the 1930 's the federal wage and hotor, work relief

programs, labor laws, old age pensions, unemployment compen-

sations and social security bills were passed. A new era

dawned, calculated to give more consideration to the individ-

ual and his rights as a member of community, state and
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3
nation.

•Itie preparation for enjoyment and worthy use of leisure

requires more thoxight and effort, and Is more difficult than

the training of Individuals for vocations. Individuals must

be educated In the light of their inclinations. Interests

and skills* The worthy use of leisure requires a philosophy

of life as well as the development of skills* Such a phil-

osophy must be compatible with the state of liberty of the

times In which we live if personal freedom Is to be main-

4
talned,

Llndberg maintains that a desirable leisvire pursiilt must

fill four requirements:

1, It must have the capacity for being relatively
permanently Interesting.

2# It must be as different as possible from the
activities which our station in life forces
upon us*

3* It should as far as possible have both its
origin and fvilflllment in the individual
himself rather than In the coercions of the
social and economic order*

4* It should at least be compatible with if not
conducive to physical and mental health*

The opportunity In educating for the recreational use of

3, Ibid *, pp* 35-36*

4* Martin H. Netimeyer, Lel3\ire and Recreation , pp* 86-87*

5* G* A, Llndberg, 0£. clt,, p* 57*
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leisure through the daily school program shotild be reorgan-

ized* Increased leisure is inevitable, and people must be

adequately prepared if it is to be used in a wholesome and

profitable way* A much larger share of school time aixi

school energy should be devoted to developing in children

and youth the ability to use their spare time advantageously.

Education is not merely a preparation for life; it is

life itself. Education for leis\are in a large measure means

the enjoyment of leis\ire itself. We learn by doing. New

interests are developed and skills are acquired through

active participation. Adults can use leisure to prepare

for a more adequate use of leisure as well as to prepare

themselves for better work. The worthy use of leisure cannot

easily be tavight through foimal education. It must be achieved

through active participation in leisure p\ir suits.

Since our social and economic life is different from

that fo\ind in the past due to the introduction of labor-sav-

ing machinery and the changing social conditions, education

must provide programs for creative achievement which the

artificial machine is unable to provide. Adult education

must not be confined to the few but to the many and should

be more avocational in nature in which the adult may pursue

his hobbles and Interests and find fulfillment for his talentso

Today, in keeping with the changed concept of education

which now holds development of the individual personality to

be the major goal Instead of merely the tools of learning.
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Che school is actively accepting its responsibility for edu-

cating in the area of leisure attitudes and recreation skills*

One of the greatest; taisks of the creation movement is to

guide people to a better selection of leisure p\arsultso

Efforts must be directed coward developing a philosophy that

looks tipon leisure as a means of creative achievement, social

cultivation of a high type of taste, appreciations and inter-

ests toward discrimination in the choice of lei store pursuits

and to the growth of social attitudes*

Education must be seen as alife process, not something

that stops at college. Everyone must be encouraged to accept

challenges, A nev;,' form of technique must be fashioned for

adult education. Adult education cannot be obtained by read-

ing a long list of books. It must be onotionalized. It

means that the person must still be a doer. This may be

working at one's vocation or one's hobby. The individual

must more and more be serving the group of whicli he is a

7
part. He must want to serve althotigh he has a minor part,

'Jihe adult can build normality by development of coordin-

ations and skills. All skills are a product of trial and

error. As the nervous grows, patterns appear at certain

levels. On these levels certain skills can be built. They

6, Ibid., pp, 180-181,

7, Jay B, Nash, Speotatoritis. pp, 150-151,
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can be built only through practice. The learning of skills

has a dual purpose. On one hand. It lays the basis for all

adult activities, on the work or creative level. Hence it

becomes the basis of craftmanship, esit likewise becomes the

basis of recreation. On the other hand, the learning of skills

frees the individual for fuller living. Once these skills

are really learned, they become the best means for intergrat-

ing the body. One is able to lose himself in the enjoyment

of his hobby. .When one turns to these skill-hobbies, all

else is forgotten. Attention is centered on his activity.

There is no danger of the individual going to pieces. Only

the doer acquires these skills. He has the full enjoyment

of these skills.®

Since the passing of the Smith-H\ighes Law by Congress

In 1917, vocational education has occupied a prominent place

in public education. That legislation appropriated Federal

money which was matched by the State and local funds, and

used to support vocational education and industrial training.

Institutions of education for the trades and Industries were

founded in larger cities. Trade extension programs provided

opportunities for boys who were working in industry to con-

9tinue their education in the evening-schools.

8. Ibid., pp. 242-243.

9. Alonzo P. Meyers and Clarence 0, Williams, Education in
a Democracy , p. 37,
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llils was the beginning of the evening school. Its

curriculum was very similar to that of the day school. Its

function was principly to carry on the objectives of the day

school for those who were forced to leave school to work in

industry.

As the depression of the twenties came on, jobs became

much harder to obtain and still more difficult to hold as

Industry became more and more exacting with the large supply

of labor that was available. Those that were fortunate to

have jobs soon learned that they must produce more and more

In order to hold their positions. They began to demand that

the evening school institute classes in industrial training.

As the depression grew more intense, children of school

age were unable to find jobs in industry and as a result

dropped out of evening school. The evening classes grew

smaller as a result of these conditions. In order to keep

the school in operation, the school authorities were glad

to comply with the request for classes in industrial edu-

cation.

Anyone who entered one of these industrial classes must

be employed in industry. No one was allowed to enter unless

he was employed in that particular trade. The classes were

varied. Any group of twenty or more might request a special

class in any branch of industry. The instructors were taken

from the trade. The instructor must have considerable exper-
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lence In the work he was to teach.

Office procedure, secretarial training, radio, metal

work, upholstering, automotive shop training, sheet-metal

layout, carpentry, welding, hotel training were some of the

many classes asked for.

With the advent of the second world war the nature of

many classes was changed. ITie age of its members became

much older as the older adults sought to refresh themselves

in former industrial pursxiics, in that they might apply for

the many jobs that had suddenly opened to them. During this

period there was little leisure time for anyone. Factories

and industry were working overtime and calling for workers

of all ages. The six-day week passed out and the seven-day

work week was instituted. Time and one-half pay was given

for all work perfoiroed over the regular eight hours of work

and double pay for all work performed on Sundays. People

did not have time to indulge in leisure time pursuits as all

time that was not needed for work was used in sleep and recup-

eration. The evening classes became apprentice shops. Begin-

ners in industry were required to spend a certain required

nvuflber of ho\irs each week in evening school classes pertain-

ing to tfaeir trade so that their apprenticeship might be

shortened.

After the war was ended, these same classes which had

been crowded so long began to lack for students. The demand
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for labor dwindled and jobs became harder to obtain. There

became a sxirplus of mechanics due to the training during the

emergency. Industry had returned to its old slogan of "Hire

them young, keep them until they are forty-five and then

release them,"

Some of the smaller corporations were prone to keep their

older employees rather than to go to the expense of train-

ing younger employees. The larger corporations find that

it is more profitable to train the young en^loyee than it is

to retain the older employee until he can be pensioned. In

large cities this situation becomes more drastic as the life

span lengthens. During his period of labor the individual

in most cases has not made any preparation for this abtmdant

leisure which suddenly comes into his possession. He has

always been active, he has never had time for play. He does

not have any idea as what to do with the time, suddenly made

available to him. He probably has not made any preparation

for this situation which he now faces. He must adjust him-

self to this condition. Some make this adjustment easily

while others are never able to get themselves fully adjusted.

Many of these older adults turned towards the evening

school as a means of readjustment. As a result a new type of

student began to frequent the evening classes. He was not

there to improve himself in some part of industry as industry

had severed relations with him. These mature students came
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for a different purpose. They had come Into possession of

great quantities of leisure time and wished to learn how to

use it. Again the evening school was forced to change its

curriculum. Some of the classes, like the secretarial, office

practice, English and metal classes were still in demand,

but these students desired other types of classes. They

desired classes in avocatlonal and leisure time activities.

They had become too old or lacked interest in the more stren-

uous forms of recreation. They wished to discover some interest

in which they could spend their leisure time profitably and

with enjoyment and satisfaction to themselves.

Although the evening school was supposed to be strictly

vocational, a large ntmiber of avocatlonal classes have been

added. Any avocatlonal class may be added by popular demand.

Instructors are paid by the state and local school board and

must be well eqiiipped as an instructor. At Brewster Evening

School of Tanrpa, fifty-seven of the ninety-two classes offered

this pasc school year were strictly svocational. In some of

the others were found adults that were attending them for

benefit in their chosen avocation and personal enjoj^nent,

Haese classes ranged all the way from vocational throvigh

avocatlonal subjects such as pottery, upholstering, painting,

finger painting, sllkscreenlng, photography, ceramics, spoken

Spanish and a great many other classes that are avocatlonal

in nature
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Itie evening school Is an outlet for the adult, for while

he Is enrolled in one of these classes he may discover an

Interest from which he may derive satisfaction and pleasure

to himself, itiere Is no stipulation as to the number of

classes that he may attend or the length of time that he may

attend. He may enter the class of his choice for the sum of

one dollar and he may attend as long as he wishes* There are

no examinations or grades that might mar his satisfaction

of participation.

As the number of avocatlonal classes being added Is

becoming larger, there seems to be little reason for an adult

not being able to find seme hobby that may interest him and

give him lasting pleasure and satisfaction.

Two other Institutions which have contributed greatly

to popularizing the less strenuous forms of recreation and

the advancement of hobbles are the totirlst centers, found

in the larger cities in Florida and California and cities in

the north that cater to tourists, and the trailer camps that

are found in most sections of the United States,

iTie ToTirist Club is sponsored by the city recreation

department. It is for the benefit of all tourists and a

limited number of local residents that have been approved

by a committee.

There are three main clubs: Social Club, Shuffleboard

Club and the Indoor Games Club,
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All tourists and a small nuoaber of approved non-tourists

are eligible for membership in the Social Club for the small

fee of two dollars per season. Dances are held twice a week

In the main building. A hired orchestra furnishes the music

and such dances as the waltz, schottish, one step, and two

step are used. Picnics are held very often during the season

and are served by the club at thirty cents per member and

fifty cents per guest. Once each week during the season,

the city recreation department furnishes entertainment for

the tourists.

•Uhe Shiiffleboard Club is very active during the winter

season. The total cost per member is three dollars. Tourna-

ments are corduoted and prizes are given by the recreation

department. Tournaments are held with clubs of other cities

during the winter season.

The Indoor Games Club consists of individuals who indulge

in all kinds of card games, chess, checkers and dominoes,

xhere is no charge for membership in this club. Any tourist

is eligible. The club has two parties per week.

This information concerning the Tampa Toxn-ist Club was

obtained in an interview with Mrs. Reilly, director of the

Tampa Tourist Club.

The trailerlte is not a welcome guest in many caminuni-

ties where he choses to stay for a short time. He brings

his house with him and therefore he does not pay house rent.
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He is accused of taking work from the citizens and of bring-

ing his living with him. He is thought of as being poor or

he would travel as other tourists do. This might be true in

extreme cases, but the average trailer ite pays for what he

receives. During his stay he spends considerably for living,

rent on his lot and utilities. Satisfactory aocommodatlons

are not always obtainable in localities in which he may wish

to stay. As he carries his living quarters with him wherever

he goes the rest of his needs are easily obtained in any

comniunity.

Moving from place to place over the country, the trailer-

ite learns to know better the coxmtry in which he lives. Com-

ing constantly in contact with new people with whom he may

make friends, he is constantly gaining in knowledge. He comes

in contact with people like himself from all parts of the

country and he learns of new places of Interest and new things

to see. Prom these contacts he gains knowledge that he could

not obtain from books. Friendships formed during a stay at

a trailer park may become very close and lasting and give the

participants long and lasting pleasure.

Due to the life they lead and with abundant free time on

their hands, the people of the trailer camps are thrown on

their own resources for their entertainment. In large city-

owned trailer parks the city does furnish some free entertain-

ment for the trailerIt es. This entertainment takes up only a
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small portion of the free time trailerltes have. The rest

of the time must be taken up by their own devised, A large

percentage Is used In the cultivation of hobbles by certain

groups that are creatively minded. Pishing, shuffleboard,

free movies, and other mild forms of recreation only take

up part of the large amount of free tlrae that is available,

there is plenty of time available to work on a hobby.

Some of the more popular hobbies such as bead work,

shellwork, rug weaving, pineneedle work, basket weaving,

artificial flowers, art, pottery, glass etching and others

are ta\aght by competent lnsti*uctors that operate hobby shops

without charge to those who buy the materials for their

hobbles from them. Since the trailerite has such a large

amount of free time that he can use to work at his hobby,

he soon becomes very proficient*

One of the most popular hobbies cultivated by both old

and young is photography. With so many excellent and inex-

pensive cameras available, this hobby can be enjoyed with

very little instiniction. With the advent of the color film,

records of many pleasant trips and experiences may be pre-

served for future enjoyment.

One of the main events each year is the Hobby Show.

All types of hobbies are exhibited. These shows are free

to the public and are attended by large crowds. Prizes are

given for the best hobbies and also for the most imusual
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hob"by»

By creating new hobbies and extensive cultivation of

the ones already in use, the trallerite has contributed inval-

uable assistance in helping to solve the problem of the use

of leisure time.

Two fundamental needs may be fulfilled throTogh the pur-

suit of a hobby~the need of an interesting life and the need

of a sense of personal worth. Because of their unlimited

possibilities for exhibition of proficiency hobbles may

afford great self-esteem. The longer a person has been en-

gaged in a hobby the more he may become interested in build-

ing it up as something with which he may identify himself,

A hobby, by affording something to do in leisure hours, by

affording a change, and by diverting the mind from distress-

ing thoughts, may contribute as much toward an interesting

life as it contributes toward a sense of personal worth.

The more anyone's recreational activity differs from

his occupation the greater is the change of experience it

provides and the more it enables him to forget his work and

whatever unpleasantness there may be about it. Largely for

this reason some persons adopt unusual hobbles. Persons who

have strange hobbles often gain greater recognition for the

value of what they do than for their proficiency in doing it.

Hobbles closely related to work are less likely to inter-

fere with work. Hobbles closely related to work make for
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capability in it, and are easily developed because the work

has a bearing on the hobby, The type of hobby that aho-uld

be chosen depends upon the individual and upon his occupation.

What then are the requirements of a good hobby? A hobby,

to be enjoyed, must be chosen not because of its prestige or

popularity, but because one likes it. Love for the hobby

should be the first consideration in adopting it. Another

essential of a good hobby is that its possibilities for

development are unlimited, A hobby that must eventually be

discontinued because it can be carried no further should

seldom be chosen in preference to more lasting one, A good

hobby is one that is convenient and inexpensive for persons

in moderate circijmstances, A good hobby is one in which a

fair standard of perfection is not too difficult to attain.

Some hobbies have social value, and such hobbies are espec-

ially enjoyable because everyone likes to feel that he counts

for something in the lives of other persons.

In selecting a hobby It behooves us to give serious con-

sideration to every kind of hobby as a possible use of the

new leisure, no matter how foolish any of them appear to those

of us who think we do not care to ride them. Men great and

small have pursued a long and varied list of strange leisure

activities. The gamut of collecting hobbies runs from samplers

10, Wendell White, Psychology in Living , pp, 229-232,
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to match-box lids, from empty liquor bottles to old masters.

Some, on the other hand, find their greatest pleasure in the

actual creation of physical things with their h6Lnd3--from

radios to ship-models, rabbit hutches to etchings.

Hobbies may be said to fall into three fields. One is

the acquiring of knowledge by collecting and intergrating

facts. Another is the collecting of things, while a third

is the creating of things with the hands. Any one of three

types can satisfy a man's desire for power and recognition.

For many, the actual creation of things with the hands

is not a satisfactory leisure time pursuit, for, though the

tirge to create is one of mankind's earliest impulses, some

are not manually capable of obtaining gratification from this

type of creative endeavor.

Collecting of things is one of the oldest and most popular

of hobbies. It has been handed down from generation to gen-

eration.

In addition to bringing the collector a feeling of power

that results from Increased knowleuge and from actual creation,

collecting hobbles introduce the spice of competition. For

every strange collecting idea, there are many others of a

similar nature, and collectors may drift together to exchange

materials and ideas in their own partlc^ilar fields. Many of

our great leaders have been hobbyists of some sort.

The democracy of collecting has been one of the truest
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democracies in the world, llae wealthiest man meets the poorest

to discuss investigations and objects of interest and value

in their chosen field. They meet on common ground; they talk

a language of their own; they may trade materials and ideas,

but they do so with mutual respect for each other. For collect-

ing of any sort is a game in which the advantage lies in

diligence of search, persistance, and a great deal of luck*

Money alone will not purchase these three.

Perhaps the most widespread collecting hobby in the

world is that of collecting postage stamps, a hobby referred

to by collectors themselves as "philately." This hobby may

be indulged in by rich and poor, old and young, as cancelled

stamps may be obtained from friends who are not collectors

for the asking. Precancelled bulk stamps may be purchased

from Btamp dealers for a very small amount of money in which

occasionally are fo\and stamps worth much more than the price

paid for the quantity pxirchased.

Collecting of many other things may also be profitable.

Time has made real rarities of various items and they have

been cawerted into cash amounting to several times the amount

paid by the collector.

Some people may be more interested in artistic hobbles.

Soap sculptiiring is delightful medium to show love of beauty.

11. Arthtir Newton Pack, The Challenge of Leisure, pp. 150-167.
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Painting In oils or water colors and finger painting are only

a few of the many divisions of painting that might bring

pleasure and enjoyment to many who prefer an artistic hobby.

Some individuals enjoy creating things with their hands.

Endowed with a sense of proportion and balance, they are

able, without the aid of blue-prints and instructions, to

construct things that are both useful and beautiful. Today

there is no lack of materials, machines or tools for the

creative hobbyist, Manufactxarers have designed machines

which are replicas of the large production machine, only

smaller, which may be obtained for only a fraction of the

cost of the larger machines. All kinds of tools are now

available to the hobbyist. Materials of all descriptions

are made available in small quantities to the hobbyist in

order that the cost of production might be lowered*

Excellent instructions for all procedures in manual arts

may be obtained at small cost and in some cases are free for

the asking, A large variety of books are now available on

Ideas of what to make and how to make it.

The individual, who in his youth has actively partici-

pated in sports may still be an ardent follower. Some hobby-

ists prefer the active but less strenuous sports such as golf,

badminton, tennis and bowling. Golf may be indulged in for a

longer period in life than any of the others. Some individuals

play golf regularly even after having passed the ripe age of
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eighty years. Badminton, tennis and bowling may be partici-

pated In by the older adult b\it In moderation.

Gardening Is one of the finest hobbles for the older

adult. It keeps him out of doors, the exercise is not vio-

lent, and there is no limit to its possibilities. He may

specialize in his gardening, cultivating rare plants, and

growing almost anything in plant life where he can find a

place to cultivate it.

In these days of profound world economic, social, and

political unheaval and readjustment, the pursuit of a good

hobby is one way of relaxing the body and strengthening the

spirit that helps to make day-by-day anxieties or responsi-

bilities easier to carry. There is a need for something to

turn to that is remote from the daily round of duties and

stress of the times to furnish relaxation and to satisfy the

12urge to achieve and learn as long as we live*

12, Raymond P, Kalghn, How to Retire and Like It, pp, 94-96,
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CHAPTER VI

STJMI4ARY AND CONCLUSIONS

S\3nimary

I'hls coxintry has been a lelsureless nation. With the

rapid growth and development of its resources, there arose

in this country an aristocracy of toil. There should be no

leisure for the truly virtuous and faithful, for they would

find useful occupation for each idle moment, 'i'hls view of

leisure as being sinful and anti-social was strongly held

at the opening of the nineteenth century when the first few

labor-saving machines were introduced. With the coming of

the machine age and its shorter hours of labor the individual

found himself in possession of more leisure than he had ever

possessed before, and for the use of which he had not pre-

viously been prepared. As a result of this condition, leisure

has often been exploited and abused,

i'he trend of education in the past has been in preparing

the Individual to make a living. However less skill is re-

quired In most trades, due to the use of machines, and long

hours of apprenticeship are no longer necessary. Many have

been forced into Industry at an early age and have therefore

been deprived of training in leisure time activities. The

adult of today is not as much concerned with making a living

as he is with how to use this excess of leisure time that has
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been allotted to him. Education must then provide this

delayed training. This type of Individual constitutes the

major portion of those having a leisure time problem. Edu-

cation Is throwing open Its doors to old and young In Its

program of leisure time education. It seems that the only

present day hope of solution to this problem lies in wide-

spread education.

Retirement, that period in life when the adult is no

longer able to be a wage earner, does not hold the horrors

of retirement for him that it did for the wage earner of the

past. Even with higher v/ages, few wage earners are able to

save enough for retirement in their later years. With the

passage of the Federal Security Act, which is rapidly giving

coverage to all wage earners, he may, when he retires, expect

to receive a small pension. This pension, with other assets

that he may possess will provide him with a living althotagh

it may be on a restricted budget. Many large firms and local

communities are giving pensions to their old employees.

One of the most difficult problems of retirement is the

adjusting of the individual to his new life. If retirement

is partial then the problem is not as difficult. This period

in life can be made very satisfying and useful if the indi-

vidual so desires it. With the opportunities that are now

being offered to him by commvmity, society, and the federal

government, the process of readjustment should not be too
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difficult for him to make.

The preparation for the enjojrment and worthy use of

leis^ire requires more thought and effort and is more diffi-

cult than training of the individual for a vocation. One

of the greatest tasks of leisure education is the guiding

of people in selecting a leisure time pursuit.

With increasing number of individuals who lack leisure

time training, society has requested education to instltvite

classes in leisure time activities to relieve this situation.

Education has willingly complied with this request by offer-

ing all types of training in leisure time pursuits in the

evening classes of various schools. In these evening classes,

the individual may receive training and advice in selecting

his leisure time activity without cost to him except for the

materials which he uses.

Two institutions which have contributed to the solution

of this problem are the Tovirists Clubs and the Trailerites,

iTiese people who, due to the life they lead, have been blessed

with an abundance of leisure time and have been largely thrown

on their own resources as to what use they make of it. They

have popular! zsed the creative and less strenuous forms of

recreation and in their hobby shows many new and unusual

hobbies have been displayed.

One of the best of the leisure time activities has been

the development of one or more hobbies, A hobby may serve as

an outlet for those ideas and pent-up emotions that the indi-
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vidual cherished during his years as a wage earner* The

individual should select more than one hobby in order to

be able to ttu?n to another hobby when he tires of one that

can be picked up later. If one rides a hobby too incessantly

it ceases to be an avocation, but becomes a vocation instead.

Everyone should seek to attain what is for him, from the

standpoint of accomplishment and from the standpoint of

enjoyment, the proper balance between concentrated and diver-

sified activity.

Conclusions

The hypothesis as stated at the beginning of the study

is reasonably true and need not be restated.

Although education in the past contributed very little

to the solution of this leisure time problem, it has today,

throtigh its recreational and leisure time activities program,

made rapid progress toward its solution,

I'hrovigh the introduction of leisure time activities into

the curricul\ans of public schools and colleges, the youth of

today have been better prepared for retirement and old age

than the youth of the past,

xhe learning stage does not cease at middle age as was

formerly thought, but carries on into old age if the individual

so desires.

The individuals who received pensions were relieved of
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many financial worries, and as a rule, lived longer than

those who were not so fortunate.

Present-day knowledge and past experience have indicated

that the only logical solution of the leisure time problem

lies in widespread education.

Thus the individual, with the many opportunities afforded

him, could if he so desired, create for himself a well-rounded,

useful and satisfactory life*
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